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Synchrotron Radiation (SR) X-ray micro-Computed Tomography (mCT) enables magnified images to be

used as a non-invasive and non-destructive technique with a high space resolution for the qualitative

and quantitative analyses of biomedical samples. The research on applications of segmentation

algorithms to SR-mCT is an open problem, due to the interesting and well-known characteristics of

SR images for visualization, such as the high resolution and the phase contrast effect. In this article, we

describe and assess the application of the Energy Minimization via Graph Cuts (EMvGC) algorithm for

the segmentation of SR-mCT biomedical images acquired at the Synchrotron Radiation for MEdical

Physics (SYRMEP) beam line at the Elettra Laboratory (Trieste, Italy). We also propose a method using

EMvGC with Artificial Neural Networks (EMANNs) for correcting misclassifications due to intensity

variation of phase contrast, which are important effects and sometimes indispensable in certain

biomedical applications, although they impair the segmentation provided by conventional techniques.

Results demonstrate considerable success in the segmentation of SR-mCT biomedical images, with

average Dice Similarity Coefficient 99.88% for bony tissue in Wistar Rats rib samples (EMvGC), as well

as 98.95% and 98.02% for scans of Rhodnius prolixus insect samples (Chagas’s disease vector) with

EMANNs, in relation to manual segmentation. The techniques EMvGC and EMANNs cope with the task

of performing segmentation in images with the intensity variation due to phase contrast effects,

presenting a superior performance in comparison to conventional segmentation techniques based on

thresholding and linear/nonlinear image filtering, which is also discussed in the present article.

& 2011 Elsevier B.V. Open access under the Elsevier OA license.
1. Introduction

Synchrotron Radiation (SR) [1] facilities provide high brilliance
X-rays with very high flux at small source size compared to tube
X-rays, enabling investigations of samples in the micro- and even
the sub-micrometer levels. Therefore micro-Computed Tomogra-
phy (mCT) [2] obtained with SR X-ray conjugates several qualities
for the investigation of biomedical structures such as high
brilliance and high space resolution. Besides the characteristics
resulting from the high coherence and monochromaticity of the
beam, it is also possible to achieve the enhancing of contrast
during imaging due to wavefield phase information, when
absorption effects do not provide sufficient information to distin-
guish structures in, for example, media with low density, such as
lsevier OA license. 

ses).
soft tissue or insects’ biological structures. This interesting speci-
ficity of the SR, the phase contrast effect [3], is useful and
important in many biomedical applications.

Thus, given the special characteristics of SR-mCT and the
possibilities of the current third generation SR facilities, especially
regarding their application in medicine and biology, image
processing algorithms applied to SR-mCT segmentation are cur-
rently investigated. Traditional segmentation methods such as
thresholding, possibly aided by morphological filters, may be
highly sensitive to small parameter changes, and may cause loss
of details; both phenomena are not desirable for analysis and/or
quantification, and we also provide results that in fact corroborate
this statement, showing that conventional methods based on
thresholding and linear/nonlinear filtering do not cope with phase
contrast intensity variation. In addition, the presence of a large
number of 2D images (approximately 500 or 600 slices) in each
SR-mCT scan, with also the large number of scans should be
performed in biomedical research, would make the manual

www.elsevier.com/locate/nima
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Fig. 2. Slice 305 of Wistar rat rib (bone from the dorsal portion; sample E8D):

(a) marrow; (b) bone and (c) cartilage.

Fig. 3. Slice 183 of the insect Rhodnius prolixus (sample C4B): (a) head; (b) eyes;
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segmentation impractical, which leads the researches toward
automated segmentation methods that cope with phase contrast
intensity variation. Therefore, investigation on the application of
state-of-the-art segmentation methods to mCT is an important
research topic, due to the interesting characteristics and applica-
tions of that imaging modality.

As examples of the application of novel approaches to CT
images, Krebs et al. [4] describe the segmentation of high
resolution CT images using fuzzy approaches [5] for the assess-
ment of trabecular distances. Meneses et al. [6,7] reported the
application of Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) [8,9] to the
segmentation of SR-mCT biomedical images, and the proposal
and the assessment of ANNs training strategies for segmentation
with respect to SR-mCT bone images for histomorphometry
applications [10].

Since the mCT imaging modality is only at its beginning [11],
algorithms that yield high-quality results shall also be investi-
gated and assessed. One of those state-of-the-art algorithms that
yield remarkable results is the min-cut/max-flow algorithm
[12–15], used for segmentation based on energy minimization.
The energy minimization problem is relevant in many computer
vision areas. As an example in medical imaging, Schneider et al.
[16] use the min-cut/max-flow algorithm for energy minimiza-
tion in their annulus segmentation algorithm for ultrasound ima-
ging. The contributions of Boykov et al. [13], especially regarding
the swap move and expansion move algorithms, represent a
breakthrough in image segmentation research, yielding fast and
accurate results in many image processing fields. For simplicity,
we refer to the application of the min-cut/max-flow swap move
algorithm for the minimization of energy as Energy Minimization
via Graph Cuts (EMvGC).

For SR-mCT images, in the case of bone tissue segmentation,
the results of EMvGC almost perfectly overlap manual segmenta-
tion, as expected and as we will discuss later. As an example of
application, Fig. 1 depicts the 3D visualization of the sample E8D;
Fig. 2 depicts the slice no. 305 (with normalization, the effects of
the phase contrast effect become more pronounced). In Fig. 2,
there exist basically three regions: bone, marrow (surrounded by
the bony tissue region), and cartilage (outside the bone; seen in
Fig. 1 as a sort of halo surrounding the bone).

For other types of images, such as those of biological soft
tissues, phase contrast effects allow a better visualization of
structures. Phase contrast effects cause variation in the intensity
Fig. 1. Three-dimensional visualization of dorsal portion of Wistar rat rib bone

(sample E8D).

(c) proboscis (which was beside the body due to the preparation of the sample)

and (d) plastic used in order to fasten the sample on the experimental setup.
at the edges of an object or region, basic characteristic for their great
potential for analysis and visualization of biological microstructure
[17,18]. In those cases, such as represented in Fig. 3, one slice of the
mCT of the insect Rhodnius prolixus (also known as kissing bug),
vector of the Chagas’s disease (slice no. 183, sample C4B), the area of
interest (light gray) has an intensity similar to the intermediate gray
region (plastic used in order to fasten the sample on the experi-
mental setup), or the insect’s inner structures may have similar
intensities. Notice the variation of intensity at the edges of the
regions, with darker pixels in the background and lighter pixels on
the insect’s body and plastic regions.

Scans of bone samples, as the one depicted in Fig. 1, are
relatively less complex for segmentation due to the contrast
between the region of interest (bone) and the rest of the image.
On the other hand, images such as the mCT scans of Rhodnius

prolixus are more complex due to phase contrast effects, summed
to the lack of contrast between regions, which in fact cause
misclassifications during the segmentation performed by the
EMvGC algorithm. Nevertheless it is possible to correct the results



Table 1
Dimensions and number of slices of mCT volumes.

Sample Dimensions (in pixels2) Number of slices

E8D 240�240 579

F6D 544�544 580

F7D 544�544 580

F8D 495�495 580

C3B 312�312 585

A3B 395�395 507

C4B 412�412 560

A4B 379�379 585

C10B 443�443 500

A10B 394�394 507

JB 324�324 540
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yielded by the EMvGC with ANNs trained with context informa-
tion about misclassified pixels, in order to solve this issue, as we
will demonstrate later. Hence, the characteristics of fast and
accurate segmentation of the EMvGC algorithms may be used
despite the complexity of such images. Therefore, the techniques
EMvGC and EMANNs cope with the task of performing segmenta-
tion in images with the intensity variation due to phase contrast
effects, presenting a superior performance in comparison to
results yielded by conventional segmentation techniques based
on thresholding and linear/nonlinear image filtering, which are
also presented in the present article.

Conventional segmentation techniques such as thresholding
and linear/nonlinear image filtering are not able to cope with the
intensity variation caused by phase contrast effects (see Table 3,
columns T and TF). In the case of insect SR-mCT scans, with those
conventional techniques, it becomes impossible to segment
accurately the area of interest (insect region), that is, whenever
conventional techniques are used, pixels outside the insect
(for example, the light gray pixels in the borders of the plastic
region that present pixel intensity similar to the insect region)
will be labeled in the segmentation process as if they belonged to
the insect region, causing mis-segmentation. The automated
methods described in the present article are able to perform the
segmentation despite the intensity variation that conventional
techniques such as the ones mentioned do not attain. Once the
region of interest is segmented correctly, it is possible to subtract
the regions that are not interesting from the scans without
impairing the original quality of the region of interest, preserving
the phase contrast effects with minimal loss of information.

In short, since mCT is an imaging modality with a wide range of
applications as well as an enormous potential in biomedicine, the
study and assessment of image processing techniques is needed,
taking into account its specificities as the phase contrast effects,
since they are helpful and sometimes indispensable in many
applications and analyses. Therefore, the contributions of the
present work are (i) the assessment and the discussion of the
application of the EMvGC algorithm [12–14], to SR-mCT images
concerning biomedical applications, and (ii) a method consisting
in the use of the EMvGC algorithm with Artificial Neural Net-
works (trained with context information related to pixel inten-
sity) for avoiding the misclassification of pixels due to phase
contrast effects (that is, pixels that present intensity similar to the
region of interest and are therefore mis-segmented). The methods
described allow a correct segmentation and preserve the phase
contrast effects where they are interesting, that is, in regions of
interest, without impairing the information provided in the
original image.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. The materials
and methods are described in Section 2. The results of simple
image processing techniques are described in Section 3.
The results yielded by EMvGC and EMANN are presented in
Section 4. In Section 5, we discuss the results, and finally the
conclusion is presented in Section 6.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Biomedical samples and characteristics of the images

A total of eleven biomedical samples were used in the present
work, divided in two groups. The first group encompasses
samples of four Wistar rats rib (dorsal bone portion), labeled as
E8D, F6D, F7D, and F8D. The second group contains seven of the
insect Rhodnius prolixus, labeled as C3B, A3B, C4B, A4B, C10B,
A10B, and JB. All the specimens are the object of current biological
research, prepared according to standard biological procedures.
The dimensions and the number of slices of the images are given
in Table 1 (some of them were re-dimensioned in order to
eliminate unnecessary background region).

Figs. 2 and 3 are the examples of slices given by the recon-
struction software, provided by the Elettra Laboratory. The gen-
eral characteristics of the images include, for the first group, a
high contrast between the bone region and marrow and cartilage
regions, as depicted in Fig. 2; for the second group, low contrast
between the insect region (light gray) and the plastic region
(intermediate gray), as depicted in Fig. 3. Such different char-
acteristics were interesting for the verification of robustness of
the algorithms tested.

2.2. Synchrotron radiation micro-Computed Tomography

The images of interest were obtained at the Synchrotron
Radiation for Medical Physics (SYRMEP) beam line at the Elettra
Laboratory (Trieste, Italy—www.elettra.trieste.it).

The aforementioned beam line is designed for in-vitro samples
X-ray imaging, and provides important characteristics for the
acquisition of medical images, such as a extremely collimated
laminar beam. SR beams are, to a good extent, coherent, allowing
higher sensitivity and better spatial resolution, which provides
images with richness in details, to be a factor for the development
imaging techniques. Moreover, the high brilliance of the synchro-
tron light allows the use of monochromatic radiation, i.e. the
selection of single photon energy. Monochromaticity avoids beam
hardening and therefore turns a reconstructed radiography in a
quantitative mapping of X-ray attenuations. In addition SR phase
contrast imaging provides enhanced image quality, compared to
conventional absorption X-ray imaging [17].

SYRMEP beam line provides a monochromatic laminar-section
X-ray with a maximum area of about 160�5 mm2 at 20 keV, at a
distance of about 23 m from the source. The system consists of a
Si (1 1 1) crystal working at the Bragg configuration. The useful
energy range is 8�35 keV. The intrinsic energy resolution of
the monochromator is about 10–3. Typical flux measured at
the sample position at 17 keV is about 1.6�108 photons/mm2 s
with a stored electron beam of 300 mA as ELETTRA operates at
2 GeV [19]. A custom-built ionization chamber is placed upstream
to the sample to determine the exposure on the sample.
A micrometric vertical and horizontal translation stage allows
the positioning and the scanning of the sample with respect to the
stationary beam and a rotational stage allows CT acquisition with
a resolution of 0.0011.

The detector system is a water-cooled CCD camera (Photonics
Science XDIVHR), a 12/16 bit, 4008�2672 full frame, 4.5-micron
pixel size CCD camera with a field of view of 18�12 mm2. It is
coupled to a Gadox scintillator placed on a straight fiber optics
coupler. The CCD camera moves along the sample�detector axis,

www.elettra.trieste.it
www.elettra.trieste.it
www.elettra.trieste.it
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Fig. 4. Histograms corresponding to pixel intensity values associated to the

background, gray (plastic) and white (insect) regions in sample A10B. As the

histograms significantly overlap, the regions are not easily separable by simple

thresholding even if optimal thresholds are set.
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in order to set the desired sample-to-detector distance d. Accord-
ing to the choice of the sample-to-detector distance, one may
distinguish between the absorption and phase sensitive regimes.
If the CCD is mounted very close to the sample we are in the
absorption regime. For higher d values, free space propagation
transforms the phase modulation of the transmitted beam into an
amplitude modulation.

2.3. Phase contrast imaging

The information carried by the phase of X-ray wavefield, or
phase effects, may have converted it into image contrast, enhan-
cing detail visibility [3], especially if compared to the poor
contrast given by media with small X-ray absorption differences
[19]. In other words, phase contrast imaging allows the visualiza-
tion of objects that have very similar X-ray absorption properties.

According to Lewis [17], the three experimental techniques
used to obtain images with contrast enhancement based on
phase-shift effects are X-ray interferometry, Diffraction Enhanced
Imaging and in-line holography. The latter is also known as free-
space propagation or merely phase contrast imaging [20–24].

In phase contrast imaging, details refract X-ray waves, which
interfere with unrefracted ones, resulting in strong interference
patterns at the borders of certain regions or objects, detected by
the instrumentation [19]. Such phenomenon occurs in regions
with abrupt changes in the refraction index. The effect of the
phase contrast may be noticed slightly in Fig. 2 (at the edges
of marrow and cartilage regions) and more significantly in Fig. 3
(at the borders of plastic and insect regions). Phase contrast
imaging exploits differences in the real part of the refractive
index distribution of an object to form an image using a spatially
coherent light source. For a more detailed discussion on phase
contrast imaging and images comparing X-ray absorption and
phase contrast imaging, the interested reader may refer to [17].

2.4. Simple segmentation techniques

As different regions to be segmented are characterized by
different intensity levels, a natural attempt at segmentation
consists of the application of common image processing techni-
ques based on thresholding and linear/nonlinear image filtering.

In order to assess the separability of the different regions via
thresholding, histograms of pixel values corresponding to the
three regions of interest can be plotted (Fig. 4); as the three
histograms significantly overlap (mostly due to phase contrast
effects and – to a lesser degree – due to noise), one cannot expect
good results when using thresholding alone, even when thresh-
olds are set to the optimal values.

A commonly implemented countermeasure is to preprocess
the image by performing lowpass filtering, which reduces noise
but loses details at edges, and/or using nonlinear, edge-preserving
filters such as a median filter. In the current context, the experi-
mental results reported in Section 3 show that these techniques,
while beneficial, are not effective enough to obtain satisfactory
results, and would not allow one to perform accurate measure-
ments or obtain good-quality 3D visualizations.

The following sections describe more sophisticated segmenta-
tion techniques, which effectively overcome such problems.

2.5. Energy minimization via Graph Cuts

2.5.1. Energy minimization

In computer vision, many tasks that involve the assignment of
a label to pixels are naturally stated in terms of energy mini-
mization. Using the notation in Ref. [13], a piecewise smooth
labeling f consistent with the observed data is sought, in order to
minimize the energy function. According to f, a label fpAL, where
L is a finite set of labels, is assigned to each pixel pAP. The
energy functions E(f) considered for minimization via Graph Cuts
[13] are of the following form:

Eðf Þ ¼
X

fp,qgAN
Vp,qðfp,fqÞþ

X

pAP
DpðfpÞ ð1Þ

The function Dp(fp) typically corresponds to (fp� Ip)2 and
measures the disagreement between fp and the observed intensity
Ip for each pixel p. The function Vp,q(fp,fq) computes the cost of
assigning fp and fq to the pair of pixels fp, qgAN , where the set N
often comprises adjacent pixels, although not necessarily. During
the evaluation of E(f), relatively high values of Vp,q indicate that f

does not correspond to a piecewise smooth labeling.
2.5.2. Graph Cuts

Min-cut/max-flow optimization problems [25] may be formu-
lated as follows. Given a weighted graph G/V,ES, where V is a
collection of nodes (or vertices) connected by a collection of edges
E, with two distinguishable nodes called terminals (or source and
sink), the minimum cut problem is to find the cut C� E that
separates the terminal nodes, with minimum cost. The cost of the
cut 9C9 corresponds to the sum of its edge weights. Ford and
Fulkerson [26] proved that the minimum cut problem is equiva-
lent to the problem of the maximum flow between the terminals.

Boykov et al. [13] proposed two algorithms for multidimen-
sional energy minimization, achieving approximate solutions
with guaranteed optimality bounds: the swap move algorithm
and the expansion move algorithm. Unlike other algorithms such
as Simulated Annealing, these algorithms provide solutions in a
nearly linear time in practice [13]. The library used in our
implementations (gco-v3.0) is available for research purposes
at http://vision.csd.uwo.ca/code/. In our implementations, the
EMvGC considered 3D information, that is, besides the bi-dimen-
sional information contained at each slice, the information of
adjacent slices was also considered during the execution of the
algorithm.

http://vision.csd.uwo.ca/code/


Fig. 5. Effects of filtering parameters on the performance of thresholding with

filtering (TF) on sample A108. (a) Effect of Gaussian smoothing parameter s
(x axis) on white region segmentation performance (y axis); the curve is reported

for several values for the Wmf parameter, and Wmfp¼1. The case with no filtering

(T), i.e. s¼0, Wmf¼1, Wmfp¼1, is marked by a circle. (b) Effect of different values

for regularization parameter Wmfp (x axis) on segmentation performance for the

white and gray regions.
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In medical imaging, one recent application based on the use of
the min-cut/max-flow algorithm was proposed by Schneider et al.
[16], for segmentation of mitral annulus in 3D ultrasound images.

2.6. Artificial neural networks

Neural Computing is a part of the Computational Intelligence
that represents models inspired by the brain. Such models are
based on the relationships among neurons, synapses and learning,
since the brain is a ‘‘highly complex, non-linear and parallel’’
computer [8]. ANNs execute tasks such as regression, pattern
recognition and classification. Egmont-Petersen et al. [9]
reviewed the application of ANNs to image processing. The usage
of ANNs is interesting due to its attractive characteristics for
pattern recognition and classification, unlike conventional tech-
niques such as morphological filtering and binarization.

Meneses et al. [6,7,10] applied ANNs to SR-mCT biomedical
images for the classification of bone pixels for histomorphometric
analysis. Their basic approach was the use of the intensity of
pixels as inputs for the training phase. In [10], the authors
presented training strategies that combined algorithms and
information about the symmetry of the patterns. According to
[10], ANNs provided considerable results in the validation, with a
satisfactory segmentation of cortical bone mCT slices.

However, in the present work, the information used during the
ANNs’ training phase was different. In this case, we were inter-
ested in the usage of context information about misclassified
pixels that did not belong to a certain region. Based on the image
of Fig. 3, as well as the image resultant from the application of the
EMvGC algorithm (Fig. 7), it was possible to gather statistical
information such as the mean intensity of pixels and its standard
deviation (within a kernel with dimensions 11�11 pixels2) for
both the normalized and the image segmented by EMvGC.
Besides, with the image segmented, it was possible to create
another binarized image only with background and the plastic
region, and the fifth input was composed by the average within
the aforementioned kernel (this input is related to the proximity
of the pixel of interest to plastic regions). Thus, the ANNs had
basically those five input patterns (mean and standard deviation
for the normalized image; mean and standard deviation for the
image segmented by EMvGC; and the mean related to a binarized
image, containing only background and the plastic region), with a
training set composed by 50 target central pixels selected and
previously classified by two of the authors (A.A.M.M. and A.P.A.),
yielding as outputs 0 for ‘‘plastic border’’ white pixel or 1 for
‘‘insect’’ white pixel. The Levenberg�Marquardt algorithm was
used in the training phase [27]. The stopping criterion was set to
10000 epochs or an MSE for the training phase lower than 10–10.

2.7. Dice Similarity Coefficient

The Dice Similarity Coefficient (DSC) [28] between two sets
A and B is a spatial overlap index given by

DSCðA,BÞ ¼
2nðA \ BÞ

nðAÞþnðBÞ
ð2Þ

where n(U) is the number of elements of a set. The original usage
of the DSC in ecologic association considered S1 and S2 as sets of
species within a given region. Thus, DSC could be used as an index
regarding ecological relationship between species. The DSC ranges
from 0 (no overlap) to 1 (complete overlap).

The application of DSC is straightforward in image segmenta-
tion. Given an image, consider the n sets of pixels A1, A2, y, An

(i.e., with the labels i¼1,2,y,n) corresponding to distinct objects
or regions of the image, in our case obtained by manual segmen-
tation (the ground truth). If the same image is submitted to
another process of segmentation, the automated segmentation
provided by the techniques EMvGC or EMANN, and the sets of
pixels B1, B2,y,Bn are yielded, then it is possible to compare the
spatial overlap of each region Ai with the corresponding set Bi.

Zijdenbos et al. [29] proposed a method for segmentation of
magnetic resonance images and used the DSC for validation,
demonstrating that the DSC is a special case of the kappa statistic.
Zou et al. [30] also discussed the statistical validation of magnetic
resonance imaging segmentation based on the DSC. Gupta et al.
[31] used the DSC for comparison of CT images segmentation. The
well-known Jaccard coefficient (J) [32], also used for the evalua-
tion of image segmentation, and the DSC are related by the
equation DSC¼2J/(Jþ1).
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3. Results of simple image processing techniques

In order to determine the improvements of the proposed
techniques over standard approaches, in the following we report
upper bounds on DSC results obtainable using simple threshold-
ing (T), and thresholding after image filtering (TF), in addition to
the results obtained using the proposed EMvGC and EMANN
techniques. In particular, T values are computed using the optimal
thresholds, i.e. the thresholds that lead to the minimal misclassi-
fication rate for any given image; this provides an upper bound to
the performance obtainable using such technique. For obtaining
TF performance values, we implemented the following procedure:
–

Fig
in F
the input image is smoothed with a Gaussian lowpass filter
with a given parameter s, representing the gaussian variance;
–
 the image is filtered using a nonlinear median filter with a
given window size Wmf ;
–
 the optimal thresholds are computed and the image is seg-
mented by thresholding and
Fig. 7. Result of the application of the EMvGC algorithm to the slice depicted in Fig. 3.
–

When only the algorithm EMvGC is applied, plastic borders are segmented in white

due to phase contrast intensity variation, although they are not of biological interest.
the segmentation results are regularized using a median filter
with a given window size Wpmf ;

The procedure is repeated for all possible combinations of
several realistic possibilities for the three values s, Wmf and Wpmf,
and the best result is taken as the upper bound for the obtainable
performance and reported in Tables 3 and 4. Experiments have
also been performed using other morphological filters in place of
a median filter (i.e. binary opening, binary closure), with slightly
inferior results. Fig. 5 depicts the effects of different parameters
on TF performance for one of the insect samples.
Fig. 8. Result of the application of the EMANN technique to the slice depicted in

Fig. 3. With this method, it was possible to segment in white only the area of
4. Results

Figs. 6 and 7 represent examples of the application of the
EMvGC to the images in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively. Notice that, in
Fig. 7, although the EMvGC algorithm is accurate for the insect
region, phase contrast effects in the edges of the plastic region
lead to a misclassification of the edges. Fig. 8 depicts the result of
the application of the EMANN technique, that is, the application of
ANNs (after the EMvGC algorithm) in order to correct misclassi-
fied white pixels according to pattern and context information, as
discussed previously. The pattern recognition of white pixels that
belong to the plastic region was successful due to context
. 6. Result of the application of the EMvGC algorithm to the slice depicted

ig. 2.

biological interest. Thus, context information of pixel intensities may be used by

pattern recognition methods in order to cope with pixel intensity variation due to

phase contrast effects.
statistical information used during the ANN’s training phase.
Fig. 9 exhibits enlarged ROIs for the insect scan results.

Table 2 exhibits the DSC related to the application of the technique
EMvGC to the rat ribs SR-mCT volumes (white region/bone).
Tables 3 and 4 exhibit the DSC related to the application of EMvGC
and EMANN to the Rhodnius prolixus SR-mCT volumes (gray region/
plastic and white region/insect, respectively). Figs. 10 and 11 depict
the numerical results related to Tables 3 and 4 regarding EMvGC and
EMANN. The logit transformation was used in order to perform the
statistical analysis according to [30,33]; the bars represent a con-
fidence interval of the mean at level 95% for each sample, using the
Student’s t distribution (n¼10).
5. Discussion

Accurate segmentation processes may provide accurate quan-
tification methods to assess effects of either diseases or drugs.



Fig. 9. (a) Enlarged image with the ROI related to the image depicted in Fig. 3; (b) result of the segmentation by the method EMANN; (c) detail of the image obtained with

the subtraction of not interesting regions (in this case, background and plastic regions), which is used for renderization. Pixels in light gray (in the plastic region) that did

not belong to the regions of interest (in the insect) were correctly segmented due to the classification provided by the method EMANN. The effects inside the region of

interest is minimal although its pixels have intensity similar to pixels that belong to regions that were to be excluded, preserving the characteristics of phase contrast

effects, interesting for analysis of those images.

Table 2
DSC values for the white region (bone)—results of

the application of EMvGC to Wistar rat ribs mCT

volumes.

Sample EMvGC (%)

E8D 99.94

F6D 99.82

F7D 99.90

F8D 99.85

Mean 99.88

Table 3
DSC values for the gray region (plastic)—reslts of the application of simple

thresholding (T), thresholding after image filtering (TF), EMvGC and EMANN to

Rhodnius prolixus mCT volumes.

Sample T (%) TF (%) EMVGC (%) EMANN (%)

C3B 77.62 91.05 91.64 97.97

A3B 71.65 90.83 89.68 99.74

C4B 79.66 93.17 90.36 98.97

A4B 79.40 92.96 89.19 98.68

C10B 72.04 93.32 89.30 99.25

A10B 77.79 93.45 87.06 99.53

JB 91.63 92.52 96.30 98.50

Mean 78.54 92.47 90.50 98.95
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As exhibited in Table 2, the application of the EMvGC algorithm to
the segmentation of Wistar rat rib samples SR-mCT images attain
in average 99.88%, which indicates a successful application of the
EMvGC algorithm.

Nevertheless, the phase contrast effects in SR-mCT images,
important and sometimes indispensable for visualization and
analysis, may impair the performance of the EMvGC algorithm
(see Fig. 7 for a visual example of mis-segmentation in the Rhodnius

prolixus samples SR-mCT images; and the DSCs 90.50% and 77.68%,
in average for EMvGC, exhibited in Tables 3 and 4), since the borders
of the plastic region have their intensity increased by those effects.

In order to correct the misclassification provided by EMvGC,
we used ANNs trained with information concerning statistical
data for the classification of those pixels, characterizing the
technique EMANN. With this approach, it was possible to increase
the DSCs, resulting in 98.95% and 98.02% in average for the
Rhodnius prolixus images (an increase of approximately 8.45%
and 20.34%, respectively).



Table 4
DSC values for the white region (insect) – results of the application of simple

thresholding (T), thresholding after image filtering (TF), EMvGC and EMANN to

Rhodnius prolixus mCT volumes.

Sample T (%) TF (%) EMVGC (%) EMANN (%)

C3B 79.20 85.82 75.63 97.22

A3B 79.35 83.96 81.58 99.72

C4B 85.32 93.16 72.90 97.32

A4B 79.93 88.28 75.53 96.19

C10B 82.11 91.76 80.05 98.85

A10B 75.55 90.76 68.11 98.92

JB 93.35 93.31 89.97 97.93

Mean 82.12 89.58 77.68 98.02

Fig. 10. Column plot for the DSC of gray pixels for the samples of the Rhodnius

prolixus. The best results for all samples were obtained with the technique EMANN.

Fig. 11. Column plot for the DSC of white pixels for the samples of Rhodnius prolixus.

The best results for all samples were obtained with the technique EMANN.

Fig. 12. Three-dimensinoal visualization of dorsal portion of Wistar rat rib bone

(sample E8D) after the segmentation with EMvGC.

Fig. 13. Three-dimensional visualization of a Rhodnius Prolixus insect (sample

C4B) after the segmentation with EMANN (proboscis, head, prothorax and part of

the mesothorax—areas of interest of current research).
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In short, the application of the EMvGC and EMANN techniques
attained remarkable performance for SR-mCT images. The
misclassifications due to phase constrast effects were readily
corrected, with ANNs trained with statistical data representing
context information. The final 3D visualization is depicted in
Figs. 12 and 13. After the segmentation, the pixels of the regions
of interest were substituted for the pixels of correspondent
normalized images. Visualization is made possible by segmenting
each slice, and rendering the volume associated to the areas of
interest.
6. Conclusion

The present article reports the application of EMvGC algorithm
to SR-mCT biomedical images. EMvGC is a state-of-art algorithm
which is fast and accurate, with many applications in computer
vision. Since its application to segmentation of images obtained
by SR-mCT needed analysis and assessment, we presented its
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outcomes in the segmentation of Wistar rat ribs and Rhodnius

prolixus insect samples images (Chagas’s disease vector), based on
the DSC, which is a measure of spatial overlap. For Wistar rat ribs
scans, the EMvGC algorithm the DSC reached in average 99.88%.

Although phase contrast effects are highly desirable by
researchers for the visualization and the analysis of biomedical
images, they cause high intensity in pixels of edge regions,
resulting in misclassification of pixels performed by the EMvGC
algorithm. In order to overcome this issue, we proposed the joint
method EMANN, in which, after a previous segmentation done by
the EMvGC algorithm, an ANN is trained with statistical data,
representing context information about the region where the
pixels belong. With the EMANN technique, the issues about
misclassification of high intensity pixels due to phase contrast
effects have been solved, reaching DSCs such as 98.95% and
98.02% in average. With this method, it was possible to segment
in white only the areas of biological interest. Thus, context
information of pixel intensities may be used by pattern recogni-
tion methods in order cope with pixel intensity variation due to
phase contrast effects. Futhermore, both EMvGC and EMANN
performed better than conventional techniques such as thresh-
olding and linear/nonlinear filtering for bone and insect imaging,
respectively.
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